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Spencer Newman, from Southern California, has been playing bridge for
the past ten years. “I originally learned from my parents and their friends
from Northern California — and my skills were refined and enhanced
through taking Audrey Grant’s Club, Diamond, Heart and Spade series. I’m
currently studying to become a Director and I plan to take the test in the
next few months.”
Spencer just recently earned his Bachelor’s degree in Business
Management from the University of Phoenix. He is the office manager of a
small-animal veterinary hospital in Northridge, California. In this position, he
manages the twelve hospital employees and resolves all complaints. He
owns four dogs and a cat.
For his graduation present from college, his parents gave him the gift of a
two-week bridge cruise through the inside passage of Alaska. “Couldn’t
have been a better gift!” he said.

In an effort to attract more people to
the bridge table in Juneau, Alaska,
Susan Hall and Jan Moyer decided to
teach a beginner’s class. Thirty students attended the first class.
The classes have been taught multiple times with Shirley Carlson,
Nora Laughlin, and Rory Darling helping as instructors. Their
efforts have paid off with many new bridge players in the town of
30,000 people. 
Several social bridge groups have formed from these lessons
including a large group of women who hike into remote cabins to
play bridge for the weekend — and others who play during week
long kayak trips into the Alaskan wilderness.

Many of the students have
come to play at the The
Juneau Bridge Club managed
by Evelyn Hazelton and
Barbara Keller. The bridge
club together with Southeast
Alaska Unit #427 hosts three
bridge tournaments a year
including the popular ‘Bridge
Cruise’ on the Alaska Marine
Ferry. “We welcome you to
join us,”Jan says. 
For information contact:
jan_moyer@admin.state.ak.us
or alaskakayakers@yahoo.com
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Wilderness bridge on the beach during a kayak trip in Alaska.
Charlene Morrison, Shirley Carlson, Jan Moyer and Rory Darling.

Sledding into a cabin to play bridge are
Susan Taylor, Susan Hall and Shirley Carlson. 
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